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Historical projects of Maxim Gorky in the 1930s

Focusing on Soviet society of 1920-1930, I take into account that search for a

harmonical balance between state and society is traditionally the most painful Russian

problem.  From this perspective Soviet history and recent policy are in close

correlation.  In my opinion, we can not expect sufficient shifts in building civil society

in Russia without an universal analysis on the base of new historical sources and

concepts – of Soviet society and its origins.

In process of revising such a painful theme of the Soviet past, as "Victims or

Accomplices?": the reasons for and a scale of social support for Stalin and Stalinism,

we can not avoid a problem of role and responsibility of historians for

conformism, for Stalin cult and dogmas, for creation a historical basis of "the

Stalinist concept of socialism", for qualitative shifts in public consciousness of

the ordinary people in the 1930s, and probably even for mass purges.

At the same time this topic and period are, in my opinion, key points for

understanding the process of "shaping" the mentality of the Soviet society in general

("Soviet Civilization"?) - a matter of heated debate among historians and politicians

now.

According to long-time historiographical tradition, the Stalinist concept of

Russian history has been associated primarily with a book "The History of VKP(b).

A Brief Course" (Istoriia VKP(b).  Kratkii kurs), published in 1938.  It seems to me

extremely important to understand the "ways and roads" lead to this holy book, that

can be expected as just a final result of complicated and partly unknown social and



political processes of the 1930s.  I argue in my paper that special and extraordinary

role in these processes belonged to Maxim Gorky historical projects.

During the end of the 1920s – beginning of the 1930s "the great proletarian

writer" Maxim Gorky has announced from approval of the Party TsK and personally

J.Stalin a huge project on Russian history.  Gorky called to write a multivolume

series: "The History of Civil War", "The History of the Plants", "The History of the

Cities and Towns", "The History of Countryside"1. It was planned that each series

would consist of tens volumes, painting in combination - a new vision (or picture) of

Russian history.  It was also expected that books will be written in popular manner,

issues in millions of copies and available for everyone.

According to the archival documents (including M.Gorky Archives, GARF,

RGASPI, TsMAM and other collections), the principal idea was of political kind - to

rewrite a Russian history on "pure proletarian" basis . free of "bourgeois objectivism"

and completely dependent on communist ideology in collecting the historical sources,

in methodology and interpretations.  In order to make clear the goals of the project for

common people M.Gorky repeated that it aimed to ingrane great achievements of the

socialism in everyone's mind thanks to describing the contrasts between "dark and

awful past" and "bright and happy present" of ordinary Russian citizens.

The ideas of the projects "History of the Cities and Towns"(HCT) and "History

of Countryside"(HC) were in close connection with political situation in Russia at the

beginning of the 1930s.  Both of them were accepted and officially supported by the

Soviet leaders.  From M.Gorky opinion, a key stone of social-cultural changes in this

period was a victory of the cities (with proletariat as a leading social group, with

historically progressive "city culture" and it's ideas of modernisation,

industrialisation) in their permanent struggle against backwardness and "narrow-
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mindedness" (meschanstvo) of Russian countryside.  Thus Gorky projects aimed to

justify and substantiate in historical retrospection (through books, articles, etc.)

rightness of mass collectivization as well to demonstrate great results of Soviet

industrialisation.  Years of 1931-' 1932 became the period of active preparations for

fulfilment of the HCT project.  A prominent communist-historian V.Nevsky (arrested

by NKWD in 1935) took an active part as an organizer and compilar of the detailed

programs for future books.  But HCT didn't improve far from collecting data, archival

as well as printed materials by various reasons.  One of them was impossibility to skip

over historically positive role of Russian bourgeoisie and bourgeois culture.

The HC project was also based on the idea of contrast: "old Russian

individualistic countryside - new Soviet kolkhoz countryside".  Some prominent

historians, like prof.  M.Bursky, S.Uritsky, B.Guber have been invited to participate.

In spite of active preparations in 1935-36 to study the histories of about 60 particular

Russian villages (including intensive archival research, interviewing peasants, etc)

HC turned out to be in the same situation as HCT.  Neither books nor articles in HC

series have been published in the 30s.  So, the activity on HC and HCT with real

participation couple of dosen of people (scholars and writers) has not advanced

further then organizational stage.  In contrast, the results of research on "The History

of Civil War"(HCW) and "The History of the Plants" (HP) turned out to be far more

essential.

Written by historians and edited by political leaders, including Stalin himself,

who has been a member of the project's Main Editorial Board (Glavnaia Redaktsiia),

HCW has become not only a "showpiece" of new Soviet history, but also a vivid

example of historical unification and adaptation to political reality.  Thanks to

declassifed archival records we can analize now Stalin's remarks in the manuscripts,

that seems to be a subject for special investigation.  While reconstruction the process

of editing manuscipts in the 1930s, we are able to understand a parallel process of

"political timing" historians.  Academician I.Minz - "a historian-epoch" in the Soviet

historiography, turned out to be among only few scholars, actively participated in the



project from the very beginning and survived during the great purges (in spite of

permanent pressure and biased criticism from L.Kaganovich in the 1930s).  HCW

publications of the 1930s played an important role in mythologization of Civil War,

for example by creating a "standard pantheon" of alive military "red heroes"

(Budenny, Voroshilov, Stalin, ets).  I argue, that HCW project, devoted to tragical

period of Russian revolutions and Civil War, not only acutely implemented military

and the enemies' psychology and rhetoric into public consciousness of the people, but

aimed to impose logical links between Revolution and Civil War, on the one hand,

and the 1930s period, on the other.

In many respects HCW and "The History of the Plants"(HP) projects were in

genuine connection.  Both projects had principally the same goals as well as the

mutual Publishing House, organized in 1931 especially for HP and HCW.  But HP

had evidentual and really historiographically unique peculiarities.  "It should be

written by workers themselves with support and assistance of professional historians

and writers - and under party control",- Maxim Gorky wrote about HP in 1931.

During 1931-1932 local commissions were organized in more then 200 hundred

Russian factories and plants, as well as Central Commission in Moscow (including

such prominent politicians like A.Andreev, N.Bukharin, A.Enukidze, L.Kaganovich,

P.Postyshev as the members).  Maxim Gorky also invited to participate prominent

writers (Alexei Tolstoi, M.Zoschenko, B.Pil'niak, V.Kataev, L.Selfullina) and

historians (A.Pankratova, N.Druzhinin, V.Mavrodin, V.Nevsky, N.Popov, E.Tarle).

But the most important and a unique specifics of the pro'ect was - a voluntary activity

of hundreds of ordinary workers in order to create their own "History From Below"

by various ways - providing archival research at the factory and state archives,

collecting personal papers, correspondence, photos.  All the activity they were

involved in took place in free time, after shifts.  Some of the olderly workers were

asked to write memoirs, others were interviewed.  Tens of young miners in Moscow



Underground Construction Works (Metrostroi) have been involved in keeping diaries2

. The most talented and promising workers has began to write poems, stories, novels

on the social history and on present time of their factories.  Some of them, like

Leningrad worker Nikolai Payalin, were welcomed to participate as a key researches

and authors.  But in reality the cases of mutual "side by side" work of writers,

historians and workers were rare.

It is clear from the archival records, that from the very beginning HP turned out

to be dependent on political tendencies and situation.  It is particularly true for activity

of it's high-level organs.  More complicative situation took place on the law level - in

the plants and enterprises.  In many cases, especially in the 1931-1933 and while

providing preliminary research (to collect materials, ats) there were no real

opportunities for strict political control.  Thus hundreds of common workers -

activists of HP project were able to compare and critically analize "politically

corrected" and real historical information directly from historical sources.  The idea

about creating totally politicallycontrolled history failed, first of all - on factory level,

- and in ordinary workers' activity and minds in particular.  Historical sources and

archival research, they conducted themselves, influenced the process of the workers'

self-identification as well as their historical and political views.  By 1934-1935

became clear that M.Gorky idea to convert HP project into mass movement and to

invite ordinary workers to participate - was politically dangerous for the regime.  In

contract, it turned out to be easier to control and to direct the activities of small groups

of historians (like in HCW project) and writers or to keep written texts under

censorship.  By 1935-1936 some of Soviet historians have been purged (Tarle,

Platonov, Nevsky) others passed through "political pugatory" (Em.laroslavsky,

I.Minz) of various forms or demonstrated loyalty to the regime.  "Of course, you

know recent situation with our historians:some of them keep silence, others - are
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trembling, those who are better are busy with writing the textbooks”3 , openly

wrote to M.Gorky one of key figures in HP A.Tikhonov in April 1936.  "To be better"

meant to be ideologically correct and loyal.

What were the results of HP historical project?  As for books, only few of them

have been published (and became a subject of political criticism) before Gorky's death

in 1936 and shutting down the project.  But from historiographical point of view - the

results were of extreme interest. it is clear now that M.Gorky historical projects,

successfully or not, became a "trial balloon" - an important factor in step-by-step

creating Stalinist concept of Russian history, for preparation mass consiousness to

new, politically dependent history.

                                           
3 M.Gorky Archive. ÊÃ-Ï. 77-1-49.


